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rected structural number and Dynaflect deflection. 
Empirical relations for predicting asphaltic con-

· crete cracking were developed ao a function of traf
fic, age, and one of the following: (a) Benkelman 
beam deflection; (b) Dynaflect deflection; or (c) 
corrected structural number. In the prediction of 
cracking it was shown that, if more than 10 percent 
of the area of the road is cracked, cracking will 
reflect through a slurry seal within one year. Fur
ther., the rate that reoccurring cracking develops 
following a slurry seal exceeds the progression rate 
associated with the original cracking. Therefore, 
the utility of using a slurry seal for resealing may 
be questioned. 
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Performance, Design, and Maintenance Relationships 

for Unpaved Low-Volume Roads 
A. T. VISSER AND W. R. HUDSON 

Although paved roads are widely studied, unpaved roads are far more widely 
used throughout the world. Recently, problems have been encountered in 
transferring experience and technology with unpaved roads to environments 
other than those in which they were obtained. In addition, low available 
funding demands that these funds be used with maximum benefit, and this 
requires the use of pavement management system methodology. An ap· 
proach for evaluating unpaved road performance and deterioration is devel· 
oped. The method is based on an extensive study in Brazil, and equations 
for predicting roughness, rut depth, and gravel loss are developed . Important 
criteria for the passability of an unpaved road and a minimum gravel thick
ness to protect the roadbed are presented. The maintenance and design sys
tem (MOS) presented combines these relationships with user cost equations 
in a systematic manner, which permits an evaluation of the interaction of 
the factors . Most important, traffic was found to have the greatest influ
ence on regraveling and blading strategies as well as on the total cost of un
paved roads. The MOS hes been tested by comparing predicted and actual 
maintenance on the unpaved road network in the Bronkhorstspruit 
District of South Africa and excellent agreement was found, which signifies 
that on average the MUS developed for Brazilian conditions can be applied 
to South African conditions. 

The important designed performance details of un
paved roads differ from those of paved roads. For 
example, in using granular mdterials for paved roads 
we try to remove almost all clay or plasticity from 
the material. On the other hand, surface gravels 
were better when they contained some plasticity. 
Thus, taking their cue from nature, road builders of 
ancient and modern worlds have added clay to sandy 
roads to make them stable and have added sand and 
gravel to clay surfaces to prevent them from rutting 
and becoming impassable in wet weather. The clay 
acts as a binder, whereas the sand and qravel parti-

cles be,u on each other and resist traffic loads. 
Reference to this type of construction appeared as 
early as 1806 !ll. Textbooks of the 1920s (2) 
contain descriptions of the design and constructi~n 
of earth, sand-clay, and gravel roads, which re
flects the experience that was then available in the 
use of these roadbuilding materials. 

In recent years there has been a remarkable 
expansion of the world's paved-road networks. Never
theless, unpaved roads, i.e., earth, sand-clay, and 
gravel-surfaced roads, constitute a major part of 
the network in most countries. Tn developed coun
tries the proportion varies between 5 and 63 percent 
of the total, whereds in developing countries they 
range from 70 to 97 percent of the network !l) . In 
South Africa, 75 percent of the rural road network 
was unpaved in 1980 (4). 

The fact that maintenance and design procedures 
for unpaved roads are normally based on local expe
rience poses a problem, since these procedures 
Cdnnot be transferred directly to other environments 
and material types • . In addition, investment and 
maintenance alternatives for paved roads are studied 
by using pavement management systems that were 
developed to achieve the best value possible for the 
available public funds (5). To apply pavement 
management concepts to gra~l-surfaced roads, it is 
neces1;1ary to quantify the behavior and performance 
of unpaved roads. The problems that are addressed 
in this paper are twofold: 

1. The need for rational experienced methods to 
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Figure 1. Methods of evaluating unpaved·road 
performance. 
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transfer technology to, and criteria from, one 
environment to another and 

2. The need to evaluate unpaved-road administra
tion or management to a more rational and technical 
level through pavement management system methodolo
gies. 

Note that a solution to the first problem is 
encompassed in the best solution to the second 
problem. In addressing these problems, the primary 
objective of the study was to develop a maintenance 
and design system (MOS) that would permit the eval
uation of the relative economic benefits of alterna
tive maintenance and design strategies. 

This paper first describes the method of evaluat
ing unpaved-road performance and then develops 
prediction· equations for each component. The MOS 
contains these performance prediction equcitions as 
well as vehicle operating-cost cind mciinten<1nce 
relationships. The results of the MOS are discussed 
in general terms, and the results of an application 
and test of the MOS in the Bronkhorstspruit District 
in th~ State of Transvaal, South Africa, are given. 

EVALUATION OF ANALYSIS APPROACHES FOR PREDICTING 
UNPAVED-ROAD PERFORMANCE 

There are four types of traffic-related deter iora
tion that may be differentiated on unpaved roads. 
These are 

1. Deterioration such as roughness, which occurs 
primarily as a surface phenomenon in the dry seasoni 

2. Surface deterioration (corrugations and rough
ness) in the wet season even though good drainage 
exists and the surfacing and roadbed materials 
possess sufficient shear strength to withstand the 
imparted traffic load stressesi 

3. Surface deterioration of a material that 
possesses low shear strength at moisture contents 
that are found during the wet seasoni and 

4. Deformation of the roadbed during the wet 
season, which occurs where the roadbed m<1ter ial h<1s 
a low shear strength [or California bearing ratio 
(CBR)] and the surfacing thickness is insufficient 
to reduce the deformations in the subgrade to within 
limits th<1t the material can accommodate. 

The interaction of these modes is illustrated in 
Figure 1, and a discussion of the possible mecha
nisms and <1 method of analysis follows. 

Surface Deterioration in Dry Weather 

The most prominent deterioration mechanisms in dry 
weather are 

Empirical methods 

Possobility of rood 

Minimum surfacing 
thickness 

1. Wear and abrasion of the surface, which gener
ate loose material <1nd develop rutsi 

2. Loss of the surfacing material by whip-off and 
dusti 

3. Movement of loose material into corrugations 
under traffic actioni and 

4. Raveling of the surface in cases where there 
is insufficient binding power of the material to 
keep the surface intact, which often results in 
depressions that cause a rough ride. 

At this time there are no theoretical models that 
can predict these deterioration mechanisms. Conse
quently, the most viable method of predicting per
formance is developing empirical models. 

Surface Deterioration in Wet Weather 

For a road where the shear strength of the surfacing 
and roadbed material is greater than the induced 
traffic stresses, the only deterioration that occurs 
is superficial. This type of deterioration is 
prevalent in reg ions where good drainage exists or 
good materials are found. The major mechanisms of 
deterioration under these conditions are 

1. Environmental and traffic influences on sur
face erosion, 

2. Wear and abrasion of the surface by traffic 
that causes rutting and loss of the surfacing mate
rial, and 

3. Formation of potholes under traffic action. 

The theoretical treatment of surf ace erosion has not 
y~t reached a stage for general implementation (_£). 
In addition, the formation of potholes is partic
ularly dependent on the nature and frequency of 
depression and the frequency of wheel-load applica
tions. The type of deterioration discussed in this 
section is most readily treated in an empirical 
manner analogous to that for the dry-season deterio
ration. 

Deterioration of Weak Surfacing Layer in Wet Weather 

A weak surfacing layer is one in which the shear 
strength under the existing operating conditions is 
less than the applied stresses, so shear failure 
occurs. It is possible that a vehicle will be able 
to pass through a stretch of road under these condi
tions, but it is very likely that the road will 
become impassable after a fairly small number of 
vehicle passages. Traditionally the CBR test was 
used to identify materials that resist shear fail
ures. Plasticity analysis <2.l is a theoretical 
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Table 1. Unpaved-road data summary. 

Varlalil~" 

Grade(%) 
Curvature (I /rad) on curved sections 
Road width (m) 
Material properties 
Percent passing the 0.42-mm sieve 
Percent passing the 0.074-mm sieve 
PI(%) 
Liquid limit (%) 

ADT 
Passenger cars 
Buses 
Pickups 
Two-axle trucks 

Mt All 

3.8 
0.0039 
9.8 

53 
36 
11 
32 

88 
7 
37 
56 
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Range 

SD Minimum Maximum 

2.6 0.0 8.2 
0.0009 0.0025 0.0055 
1.09 7.0 12 .0 

22 24 98 
24 10 97 
6 0 33 
9 20 62 

64 II 288 
7 0 29 
29 4 115 
93 I 435 

Trucks and trailer combinations with more 
than two axles 

15 18 0 66 

Gravel loss 
No. of observations 
Time of observation relative to start of 

observation or regraveling (days) 
No. of bladings relative to start of 
observation or regraveling 

Roughness measurements 
Roughness (QI) (counts/km) 
No. of days since blading for last 
observation in each blading period 

No. of vehicle passes since blading for 
last observation in each blading period 

Rut-depth measurements 
Rut depth (mm) 
No. of days since blading for last 
observation in each blading period 

No. of vehicle passes since blading 

604 
238 

2.3 

117 
75 

16 080 

11.1 
61 

12 490 

211 0 1099 

3.3 0 23 

61 15 445 
70 I 661 

17 880 63 136 460 

8.6 0 75 
66 I 661 

14 030 21 86 700 
for last observation in each blading period 

&Number of sections= 48. 

analysis technique, but at this time it is only 
applicable to a single wheel pass and not to multi
ple passes, which normally cause impassability. 

For a weak surfacing mater ial--this usually 
applies to earth roads that comprise the existing in 
situ materials--it is virtually impossible to pre
dict roughness development under these conditions of 
deformation. In fact, roughness has little meaning. 
The same is true for rut depth, and since the mate
rial is the in situ material, gravel loss is unim
portant. The important factor is whether traffic 
would be able to use the road, and this can be 
predicted by empirical means. 

Deterioration of Weak Roadbed Material in Wet Weather 

Where a weak in situ soil exists, a pavement is 
placed to reduce the induced traffic stresses and 
strains. Frequently, however, the subgrade strain 
reduction provided by the pavement layers is insuf
ficient, and overstressing of the subgrade occurs. 
Generally, deterioration under these conditions is a 
deformation of the roadbed material. This type of 
deterioration is predominant in areas of poor sub
soil drainage. Investigations showed that the 
minimum gravel thickness cannot yet be determined 
from elastic-layer theory, and empirical methods had 
to be used. 

DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION MODELS OF PERFORMANCE AND 
BEHAVIOR 

Experimental Design of Empirical Study 

A data base used to develop empirical relationships 
was collected in the Brazil study and reported in 
several working documents (6-13). The approach 
adopted for determining p;veRlent deterioration 

relationships was to monitor existing in-service 
roads. A factorial experiment was designed that 
permitted the maximum use of data collected on a 
limited number of study test sections. The use of a 
factorial experiment also ensures that the full 
range of the independent variables, such as average 
daily traffic (ADT), grade, horizontal curvature, 
and surfacing-material type, found in practice is 
used in the analysis. The independent variables 
studied were selected from results of previous 
research on pavement performance, with major input 
from the Kenya study (~). Furthermore, the indepen
dent variables possessed controllable levels that 
covered the range found in the central plateau of 
Brazil where the study was conducted. 

All of the study sections were basically 320 m 
long, but reduced section lengths were used when the 
desired section length with the specifically re
quired characteristics could not be found. A total 
of 46 unpaved sections were studied, and ii data 
summary is given in Table 1. Some of the terms will 
be clarified in the analysis sections. 

Prediction Equation for Roughness 

To relate pavement condition to vehicle operating 
costs, it is important to evaluate roughness. The 
roughness scale used in Brazil was based on data 
from a GM profilometer (9), which is a sophisticated 
and expensive system. The summary used, the quar
t~r-car index (QI), relc:ttes analytically to the 
results of a Bureau of Public Roads roughometer, 
although it is not equal in magnitude. M.aysmeters, 
which c:tre simple, low-cost instruments mounted in a 
passenger vehicle or trailer, were used as routine 
roughness-me<1surin9 instruments. To ensure compati
bility and stability, each Maysmeter was calibrated 
to the standard scale, which was termed the QI (2_). 

The relationship between QI and the present service-
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ability index (PSI) measured with the modified PCA 
meter in South Africa is given below (14): 

2! PSI 
10 4.28 
30 3.03 
50 2.14 
70 1. 52 
90 1.07 

The time period between bladings was called a 
cycle, since every time an unpaved road is bladed, 
the roughness is generally reduced, and the new 
deterioration during the cycle depends on the length 
of time since the previous blad i ng. Consequently, 
dett1r ioration was considered a function of the 
number of days since the last blading. In the Kenya 
study (§) the same approach was used, but in that 
study the researchers assumed that blading a road 
returned its roughness to some standard value. 
Inspection of the data collected in Brazil showed 
that the roughness measured after blading varied, so 
the assumption of a standard value was not appropri
ate. 

ThP. choice of the form of the deterioration model 
was based on considerations of the interaction of a 
vehicle with a road . As the first irregularities 
develop from traffic and weathering, increased 
dynamic forces are imposed on the road, with resul
tant deterioration and a rapid increase in rough
ness. At the upper end of the roughness scale, it 
is unlikely that a road will continue to increase in 
roughness but rather that at a very high roughness 
level the vehicles slow down and there is hardly any 
ch<tnge in roughness. Very little data existed in 
the QI range of 300-450, and the exact modeling of 
the roughness development was therefore in£easible. 
Instead, an exponential curve that has an artificial 
upper limit at 450 QI was used. 

The following independent variables were evalu
ated in the analysis of change of roughness with 
time: 

l. Vertical grade of road; 
2. Radius of curvature; 
3. Liquid limit of surfacing; 
4. Plasticity index (PI) of surfacing material; 
5. Percentage of surfacing ma terial passing the 

0.42-mm sieve; 
6. Percentage of surfacing material passing the 

0.074-mm sieve; 
7. ADT of each of the five vehicle classes: 

cars, pickups, 
trucks; 

buses, two-axle trucks, and other 

8. Uphill or downhill lane; 
9. Road width; 

10. Wet or dry season; 
11. Qualitative surfacing-type descriptors, e.g., 

laterite, quartzite, or clay; and 
12. Time in days since the most recent blading. 

The change in natural logarithmic value of roughness 
is given in the following exponential model: 

LDQ = D (0.4313 - 0.1705T2 + 0 .001 159NC + 0.000 895NT 

-0.000 222 7NT x G + S(-0.1442 - 0.0198G 

+ 0.006 21SV - 0.0142Pl - 0.000 617NC)] 

where 

(I) 

D 2 number of days in hundreds since last blading 
or since regraveling for gravel loss; 

T2 surfacing-type dummy variable (T2 = l if sur
facing is clay, T2 = O if laterite or 
quartzite) ; 

NC = average daily car and pickup traffic in both 
directions; 
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-NT z average daily bus and truck traffic in both 
directionsi 

G absolute value of grade (percent) 1 
s season dummy variable (S = 0 if dry, s = l 

if wet) 1 

SV percentage of surfacing material passing 
the 0.074-mm sieve; and 

PI plasticity index of surfacing material 
(percent). 

'l'his model has an R 1 -value of O. 26, and the sample 
sizt1 was 8276 observations. The s_tandard error is 
0. 222 in terms of the logcirithmic transformation. 
Thus, if Equation l predicts a c.hange in roughness 
of 100, the true value of the change fall s between 
65 and 154 with 95 percent confidence. Care should 
be taken in the application of eguivalency factors 
between the two vehicle types, since dnother ana-ly
ais, in which the average daily traffic was substi
tuted for the two traffic classifications, showed 
that the confidence interval was not meaningfully 
worse than in Equation l, although statistically 
larger at the 95 percent level of confidence. 

The model predicts an increase in roughness with 
time even in the absence of traffic. This follows 
normal experience. Traffic generates roughness, but 
on grades this is reduced for trucks, mainly because 
of lower speeds. In the wet season the development 
of roughness is lower than in the dry seas on, and on 
grades it is even lO\'ler, probably because of better 
drainage. .Ourlng the wet season, surfacing-material 
characteristics are important, and experience indi
cates that a low percentage of fine material, which 
results in a low PI, is beneficial. To predict 
roughness af ter blading, the season during which 
bldding occurred was studied in addition to the 
independent v<lriables listed in the change of rough
ness analysis. The following model was developed: 

LRA = 1.4035 - 0.0239W - 0.0048SV -t 0 .016 94Pl 

where 

+ 0 .6307LRB + 0.1499TI + 0.3096T2 -t 0.000 20NT 

+ 0.2056BS - O.QI I 83Pl x BS (2) 

LRA natural logarithm of roughness (QI) (counts/ 
km) after blading; 

W •road width (m); 
LRB = natural logarithm of roughness (QI) (counts/ 

km) before blading; 
Tl = surfacing-type dummy variable (Tl 1 if 

surfacing is quartzite, Tl = O if laterite 
or clay) ; and 

BS • dummy variable for season during which 
blading occurred (BS = 0 in dry season, BS = 
l in wet season). 

A total of 1308 observations were used to develop 
the model, which has an R'-value of 0.61. The 
standard error of the model, in logarithmic terms, 
is 0.34, which means that if t he predicted roughness 
after blading is 100, the confidence interval is 
52-194. This may seem high but is reasonable for 
such roads. 

Roughness after blading is highly dependent on 
the roughness before blading, as wou ld be expected. 
The higher the PI, the higher the roughness after 
blad ing because of the ready formation of a hard 
upper crust that is usually not disturbed during 
blading. Increasing the percentage of fine material 
reduces the roughness after blading because of the 
greater ease in spreading and cutting the surfacing 
material. The average daily truck traffic increases 
the roughness after blading, probably because of a 
higher degree of compaction of the upper part of the 
surfacing, which makes it more difficult to cut this 
material. 
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Figure 2. Measured and predicted roughness on section 251 
under infrequent maintenance. 
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Roughness at any time dui:ing the sec.son i s deter
mined as t he exponent ial of the sum o f t he l09<1ri thm 
o f the change i n roughne s s over t ime and t he loga
rithm of the roughness at t i me zer:o . The f orm of 
l:he mode l i s shown in Fi gur e 2, which repr esen ts t he 
resul t s on " specific sect i on . Bec c1.us e of the ab
sence of a n i nterna tional standard scale for rough
ness , it is not yet possibl.e to compare t he rough
ness models with those of other: studies. 

Prediction Equation for Rut Depth 

Users of unp<1ved roads claim that deep ruts affect 
the safe operation of vehicles and could lead to 
acc i dents. In add i t i on, prominent r uts act as 
dr:a i nage channels and prevent wa te r f rom running off 
the roadway. The respons i ble agency therefoce needs 
to know when to program maintenance to avoid such 
situations . 

Rut depth was measured as the depress ion trans
verse to the <1>1is of the r.oad under a 1.22-m 
straight edge. Ruts were defined as those areas on 
the road demarcc:1ted by the absence of loose mate
rial, since field observat ions showed that most 
vehicles traveled in these areas. The rut-depth 
studies were aimed at predicting the rut depth at 
any time. 

A deterioration cycle for rutting started immedi
&1tely after a hl arii t'l9 a nd c on tinued un t il t he next 
blad i ng. Inspection of the da t a showed that , con
trary to general belief, r ut depth af ter bl ad i ng was 
not zero, which .1greed wi th t he Ke nya s tuay <!> 
results. The rate of change in rut depth was hy
pothesized to be a function of a linear combindtion 
of the independent variables, This mode l form was 
selected s i nce the development of rut depth appeared 
to be independent of the existing rut depth for the 
available data. In addition to the independent 
variables studied for roughness, the internal or 
external wheelpath was also considered. The depen
dent variable investigated was the change in rut 
depth in millimeters. 

Three season descriptors were used, since an 
inspection of the data showed that at the start of 
the wet season a rapid dec rease in the rut depth 

I 9T7 1978 

occurred. This continued for the first two months 
of the wet season, or until the section was bladed. 
This phenomenon occurred because dci ve rs avoided the 
ruts where water was pondi ng, which caused t he ruts 
to dec rease . The s i gnificant variables f o r the 
change in rut depth with time are shown in the 
model~ for the three seasonal conditions: 

Dry season (Sl ~ O, S2 = 0): 

DRD = D (9 .78 - l .033G -0.192PI - 3.63T2 + 0 .0302NC 

+ 0 .0198NT - 3.27RO - 3.04NT/R 

+ 0.46G x RO - 325.0L/R + 0 .0364L x SV) 

Transitional season (Sl : 1, S2 = 0): 

DRD = D(-83.76 + 3.658G - 0.192Pl - 3.63T2 -0.1 147NC 

+ 0.1249NT- 3.27RO- 3.04NT/R + 0.46G x RO 

- 325 .OL/R + 0.0364L x SV + 6.874W) 

Wet sec:1son (Sl = O, S2 = 1): 

DRD = 0(9 .78 - l .033G - 0.192P! - 3.63T2 -O.OJ09NC 

+ 0.0198NT - 3.27RO - 3.04NT/R + 0.46G x RO 

- 325 .OL/R + 0.0364L x SV) 

where 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

Sl transition from dryto wet-season dummy 
variable: first two months of wet season or 
until first blading in this period (Sl l, 
otherwise Sl = 0); 

S2 wet-season dummy variable: after first 
blading in first two months of wet season or 
df ter two months in wet season (S2 = l, 
otherwise S2 = 0); 

ORD change in rut depth with time (mm); 
RO wheelpath dummy variable (RO = 0 for exter

nal wheelpath, RO = l for internal 
wheelpath) ; 

L lane dummy variable (L = 0 for uphill lane, 
L = l for downhill lane); and 

R radius of horizontal curvature (m) . 

This model has an R2 -value of 0.14 and a standard 
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Figure 5. Soaked laboratory CBR value1 for unpaved-road 1urfaclng 
matariala. 
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Surfacing-Thickness Requirements 

A pavement structure above the existing roadbed is 
generally provided to reduce the stresses and 
strains in the roadbed material to a level that the 
material can support. With a sufficient surfacing 
thickness, the pavement is strong enough that traf
fic deterioration is primarily surficial, and the 
road mcty be classified as "strong." The deteriora
tion relationships previously developed then apply. 

An attempt was made to develop thickness require
ments from elastic-layer theory, but inconclusive 
results were found. Empirical methods had to be 
used, and a literature survey showed that a U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers model (18) was the most up 
to date and gave realistic results when compared 
with observations on the study sections in Brazil. 

The model is a function of the wheel load, tire 
pressure, number of load repetitions, terminal rut 
depth, and surfacing and roadbed material CBRs. 
Figure 6 shows the design curve for 10 000 load 
repetitions of a 40-kN wheel load, a tire pressure 
of 500 kPa, and a terminal rut depth of 75 mm. For 
any combination of surfacing and roadbed CBRs, the 
gravel surfacing thickness requirements can be 
determined. These thickness values also correspond 
to the experience in the Brazil project. 

MAINTENANCE AND DESIGN SYSTEM FOR UNPAVED ROADS 

The interaction and influences of the deterioration 
models developed earlier can be effectively evalu-
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ated only in a s ystems-analysis approach. The 
objective for the development of the maintenance and 
design model for unpaved roads was to evaluate the 
alternative regraveling and bl ading strategies 
within a system of constraints rel ated to the road 
purpose and technical limitations for a specific 
road link. The basis of the evaluation considered 
was the total transport costs, including road-main
tenance and road-user costs. Road construction 
costs were not considered since these costs will be 
the s ame for a l l a lterna t i ve s t ra tegies . A simpli
fied f l owc hart o f t h e MOS is s hown in F i gure 7. In 
addit i on to t he deter iora t i on relationships devel
oped above, the MOS also contains user-cost rela
tionships, such as fuel consumption, interest and 
depreciation, tire consumption, and vehicle mainte
nance cos t s , developed in the · Brazil study (19-21) 
but calibra ted for South African cond i t i ons. To 
evaluate t he beha vior of the MOS, a sensitivity 
analysis wa s performed. Table 2 summarizes the 
influences of the various inputs on the results of 
the MOS in terms of the regraveling strategy and 
cost as well as the blading strategy and total 
cost. Those factors indicated to be either major or 
minor are influenced by certain circumstances. 

The most important factors affecting the least
total-cost maintenance strategy and regraveling 
strategy were ADT and vehicle growth rate. Sur
facing material properties influenced the blading 
strategy to a lesser degree and had no effect on the 
regraveling strategy. Other input factors, such as 
discount ra t e , analysis period, and road geometry, 
affect t he total t ransport cost but not t he blading 
or r eg r a veling strategy , wher eas ADT and ve hicle 
growth affect the regraveling cost. The evaluation 
also showed that in general as little gravel as is 
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Figure 6. CBR design curves for 
Corps of Engineers model. 
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Figure 7. Simplified flowchart of MOS . 
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technically feasible should be placed when re9rC1val
in9 is necessary. Finally, in contrast to that of a 
pi:ived road, tha roughness of an unpaved road after 
construction or re9r.ivelin9 has no influence on the 
total transport cost. This is attributed to the 
effect of frequent bladings and a balance in the 
roughness that is achieved between traffic and 
maintenance. 

Appl ication o f MDS co South ~frioan Cond i tions 

The MOS was developed from information collected in 
other countries, and although these relationships 
were calibrated for South African conditions, it was 
essential to test the model under working condi
tions. The Bronkhorstspruit District in the Trans
vaal, which covers 677 km of gravel roads, was used 
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Table 2. Influence of various inputs on 
results of MOS. 

Factor 
' 

ADT 
Road geometry 
Gravel quality 
Analysis period 
Cost of moving equipment 
Discount rate 
Vehicle growth rate 
Salvage value 
Roughness after construction 

BElther major or mtnor. 

for this investigation (22). The input information 
for the MOS was either ei"tracted from files in the 
district or measured in the field, and the test 
consisted of comparing the predicted minimum total 
cost blading frequency and annual gravel loss with 
the bl<tding frequency and volume of material used 
for regraveling during the 1980-1981 fiscal year. 

The predicted maintenance and that which was 
executed compare favorably. For example, the pre
dicted volume of regraveling material of 129 000 
m1 is in close agreement with the 138 500 m1 

actually applied. In terms of blading frequencies, 
certain links of the network were bladed more fre
quently than was economically desirable, whereas 
others were not bladed sufficiently. This finding 
is in agreement with the reports of the supervisory 
staff in the district, In a certain region, an 
extremely zealous operator produced more than ex
pected, whereas in another region frequent equipment 
problems occurred, which resulted in insufficient 
blading of certain links, 

As a further check, the roughness of the network 
was measured at the end of the 1981-1982 fiscal 
year, and it was assumed that the same maintenance 
level was applied ae in the 1980-1981 period. Indi
vidual links could of course have any roughness 
value, dependent on the time since the previous 
bl.iding. However, on the average, the predicted and 
measured roughness were expected to correspond. This 
was found to be true1 the measuced roughness was 63 
QI, whereas the predicted value W<lS 58 QI, which 
indicates excellent agreement. In addition, the 
measured roughness was compared with the maximum 
predicted, For this case the measured values were 
less than or equal to the predicted values within 
the 95 percent confidence band. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Unpaved-road deterioration relationships that were 
originally developed in Brazil have been shown to 
.ipply to at least average conditions in the South 
African area as found in the Bronkhorstspruit Dis
trict (23). Furthermote, the conceptual evaluation 
of unpaved-road detedoration combined with cost 
relationships contained in the MOS have been shown 
to apply to South African conditions. In this way 
two major problem areas defined in this paper have 
been resolved. The necessary information is now 
available for transferring road-surface technology 
to other environments, and unpaved-road administra
tion can be executed by using pavement-management 
methodology in the form of the MOS. This means that 
the economic implications of different policies can 
be evaluated in realistic ways. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In its current form, the MDS can be effectively used 
for the planning of the maintenance and the re-
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graveling of unpaved roads. However, the present 
format requires the input of information for each 
roadway link, and the program must be modified so 
that the information can be read from a data base. 
For budgeting purposes, as well as for determining 
the effects of alternative fund allocations, a 
network optimization subroutine is needed in the MDS 
and will be added soon. The output from this sub
routine can also assist in determining the budget 
levels that satisfy marginal benefit/cost ratios 
normally used by the public sector. 

In orddr to apply these results under even wider 
applications, it is necessary to verify the v.ilidity 
of the deterioration prediction '2quations on indi
vidual road sections. This work should be under
taken in several countries of the world simul
taneously. 
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Application of an Impact Test to Field Evaluation 
of Marginal Base Course Materials 
BADEN CLEGG 

A prooodure for solsction ol hose course mute rials that Involves the use ol u 
rapid In situ "test based on on instrumontcd modified AASHO compaction 
hamnier Is dl scussod. Resulu of thi~ tnst arc compared with those of m1>re 
common tests such as California bearing ratio and Texas triaxial, which have 
been used to evaluate marginal base course materials in Western Australia 
for use as surface courses under light seal coats. It is also used to derive an 
elastic modulus and to determine variability. Strength changes during and 
after construction, in terms of the impact value obtained from this test, are 
examined. From these observations, a procedure is suggested for selection of 
base course materials in the field . It is concluded that the effect of traffic 
compaction on strength improvement is worthy of further investigation and 
evaluation. 

The selection of materials for base courses for low
volume roads involves to a large degree strength 
evaluation in relation to the in-service moisture 

t!nvironmt=nt. For "wet" climatca this h.t& llild to 
testing "saturated" or "soaked"; for "dry" climates, 
testing after "drying back" from compaction moisture 
content has become c ommon . In the latter situation, 
Australian practice is now re lated to the establish
ment of a design moisture content (DMC) t hat is 
based on an equilibrium moisture content (EMC) (]). 
By coupling DMC with the expected density, a design 
strength is established from laboratory tests, usu
a lly in te rms of California bearing ratio (CBR) • 
The p r ocedure o f using in s Ltu strt?ngth testing at 
expected mo isture-density conditions is p r ovided 
fo r , particularly whe n t here are silllilar ex isting 
pavements that can be used as a basis for compari
son. The most common test used in this respect is 
the cone penetrometer Cl> • Field CBR testing has 


